Abstract. Event is the basic unit of knowing, remembering and understanding the real world. Event is regarded as the basic unit of knowledge representation. We detect event relation between two events for some Chinese texts by matching event relation pair table, which are constructed based on the CEC2.0 (called the Chinese Event Corpus). The experimental result indicates that there is a good outcome for detecting event relation with this method, the value of the precision, recall and F-measure respective is 83.6%, 77% and 80.2%. The motivation is to know the dynamic process of event happening and developing in the real world by the event relation in Chinese texts.
Introduction
The problem that how to detect some needed semantic information from the massive unstructured texts is one of the hot issues. Events are not isolated in the real world, and there are some inherent relations among them [1] . Chinese text is an expression style that new agency reports event and event relation in real world with Chinese characters.Traditionally,text knowledge representation is mainly based on words/ concepts in text mining field. It causes the Tennis Ball Problem [2] . Event has some affiliated sematic information and is bigger knowledge representation unit than words/concepts. What's more, the methodology that event is used to represent knowledge can avoid the Tennis Ball Problem above.
Event relation in text is a semantic representation style with characters, to some content, which objectively indicates happening and dynamic developing of event in real world. we treat event as the basis unit of knowledge representation for text. And detect event relation between two events from massive Chinese texts, which supply some support for application of text mining, such as automatic abstraction and question and answering based on event. Meanwhile, we want offer some service for government in emergency field by the event relation detected.
Related works
There have been many research works in the field of event detection, event extraction and application since MUC-6 initiated the tasks about information extraction in the aspect of event. However, the research interests in event relation are in a fledging period all over the globe. LDC released TimeBank1.2 in 2003.The next year LDC released ACE 05 elevation corpus. There were many entity-relation and relation between event and state in ACE 05. Both of them is annotated relation with regard to specific tasks, and they are based on predicate. However, some predicates are not events indeed.
The research works mainly focus on some special event relation, such as, time relation, causal relation in the aspect of detecting event relation. Additionally, the main methods are pattern matching, element analyzing and rule reasoning. Chklovski [4] extract resource with some event relations by Lexical-Syntactic Pattern. Torisawa [5] mine verb pair with entailment relation by unrestricted distribution strategy, and filter the verb pair by Quasi-pattern proposed by Glickman. Lin [6] propose an unsupervised algorithm called DIRT to detect event relation. Szpektor [7] propose TE/ASE algorithm, which can detect event relation by two steps. Mani accomplish event relation classification with semi-supervised method, which is based on rule and EM. Fu [8] do some research works on causal relation. MA [9] manually annotated related relation among events for Chinese texts collected, but he only aims at related relation among events.
As we expressed above, we can find that the research on detecting event relation is starting. Although, some researchers realize the importance that event relation is crucial for automatic abstraction, information retrieve, QA and so on, the event relation detected is simplification. There are complex semantic relation among events in real world, but the event relation detected above is far from describing real relation among these events.
Detect Event Relation
In this paper, the definition of event, event relation and some spectic event relation, such as causal relation, following relation etc, are described in detail by Liu [3] .The Chinese text is regarded as the raw text data for detecting event relation in emergency domain. Firstly, we automatically crawl free Chinese texts from the Internet. Then, pre-process them, and automatically detect event trigger based on trigger table from CEC2.0. Finally, detect event relation based on event relation pair table from CEC2.0.
 Pre-processText We crawl Chinese texts from the Internet with the Ntuch by the key words that are earthquake, food poison, terrorist attack, traffic accident and fire. Each text crawled is segmented ,tagged lexical category and removed stop words etc with the language cloud supplied by the agency of HIT and Xunfei.
 Detect Event Detecting event is a key step for detecting event relation. In this paper, detecting event is accomplished by detecting trigger. Trigger is the word in sentence, which can illustrate the occurrence of event. Trigger and the occurrence of event have a one to one relation. We detect trigger by matching the trigger-table, which is constructed from CEC2.0. The trigger table is called T1. Then we expand T1 with Chinese synonyms dictionary and obtain trigger table expanded called T2. Next, we extract verbs from the texts, and save these verbs to list L1. Finally, we traverse T2 with each word in L1, which is called matching algorithm by trigger table for detecting event.
 Detect event relation In this paper, we detect event relation for Chinese text by matching event pair with the event relation pair table constructed from CEC2.0.The event relation detected include causal relation, following relation, accompanying relation, component relation and thought content relation.CEC2.0 is called the Chinese Event Corpus, which is semi-automatically constructed by Zongtian Liu and others, in which they annotated event, event semantic role ,event relation and so on. The data about event and event relation annotated in CEC2.0 is illustrated by We take the transitivity of event relation into account, and expand the event relation annotated in CEC2.0. The number of expanded event relation is illustrated by Table 2 . There are two events ei and ej in CEC2.0. If there is a certain relation between them , then the two events composite an event relation pair <ei, ej>. Therefore, event relation pair table called T3, which is composited by some event relation pairs like this, can express the event relation expanded in CEC2.0. when detecting event relation, firstly, each two triggers composite an event relation pair in each Chinese text. Then, traverse the event relation pair table T3 with each event relation pair above. If it exists in T3, then the two events of the event relation pair above have the corresponding event relation.
Experiments and Evaluation

 Datasets and Evaluating Method
We regard the Chinese texts of emergency domain as testing dataset to detect event relation, which have 5 topics including terrorist attack, traffic accident, food poison, fire and earthquake, and the Chinese texts number of each topic is 200. The training dataset is all the texts annotated in CEC2.0. according toTable1 and Table2, we know that the number of triggers and event relation pairs respective is 5991 and 4807, which is contained in trigger table and event relation pair table constructed from CEC2.0. The approach we use for evaluating the result of detecting event relation is the universal parameters, which are the precision, recall and F-measure.
 Experiment Result and Analysis Table 3 tell us some data about precision, recall and F-measure for detecting event and event relation in each topic of Chinese texts. Under the circumstance that the number of texts is the same in each topic. The precision, recall and F-measure for detecting event and event relation of traffic accident topic text is higher than that of other topic texts. The precision, recall and F-measure for detecting event and event relation of terrorist attack is minimum among these topic texts. The mean value of precision, recall and F-measure for detecting event and event relation respective is 74.1%, 69.9%, 71.9%, 83.6%, 77% and 80.2%. After analyzing the reason why there are the phenomenon on the precision, recall and F-measure described above, we find that the trigger table and event relation pair table is constructed from CEC2.0. What's more, the number of texts in traffic accident topic is larger than the other topic texts. The number of texts in terrorist attack topic is the least among the five topics. Those are indicated in Table 1 . Therefore, the number of trigger and event relation pair in traffic accident is larger than that in other topics. However, the number of texts in each topic is different in CEC2.0, which result in the number of event relation pair is different from each other. And, to some extent, this phenomenon effect the result of detecting event relation.
Summary
Event is the basic unit of knowing and understanding, which is the way to describe the real world for human. Event is a coarse-grained unit of knowledge representation compared with that of words/concepts, which is suitable for the cognitive laws for human. There are inherent relation among events. We treat Chinese texts in emergency domain as the testing datasets, and the texts in CEC2.0 is the training datasets. We detect event relation by matching event relation pair table which built from CEC2.0. The event relation detected includes causal relation, following relation, accompanying relation, component relation and thought content relation. The result of detecting event relation is well, and the value of the precision, recall and F-measure respective is 83.6%，77% and 80.2%. However, this method has a drawback that is based on the CEC2.0 which can be treated as domain knowledge base. This is the limit of the method we used in this paper.
